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ABSTRACT
While effective for recording and sharing experiences, traditional
in-context writing tools are relatively passive and unintelligent,
serving more like instruments rather than companions. This re-
duces primary task (e.g., travel) enjoyment and hinders high-quality
writing. Through formative study and iterative development, we
introduce PANDALens, a Proactive AI Narrative Documentation
Assistant built on an Optical See-Through Head Mounted Display
that supports personalized documentation in everyday activities.
PANDALens observes multimodal contextual information from user
behaviors and environment to confirm interests and elicit contem-
plation, and employs Large Language Models to transform such
multimodal information into coherent narratives with significantly
reduced user effort. A real-world travel scenario comparing PAN-
DALens with a smartphone alternative confirmed its effectiveness
in improving writing quality and travel enjoyment while mini-
mizing user effort. Accordingly, we propose design guidelines for
AI-assisted in-context writing, highlighting the potential of trans-
forming them from tools to intelligent companions.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Documenting life experiences has long been an essential need of our
lives [15, 19, 44], and various solutions have been developed to facil-
itate this process. Using mobile devices, users can take pictures on
phones or use lifelogging cameras to record daily activities [10, 48].
One can also leverage AI technology to capture moments of signifi-
cance automatically [10, 19]; however, relying solely on AI makes
it difficult to fully understand human intentions and accurately
extract the most interesting moments in a meaningful form [48].
Another approach is in-context multimodal authoring, exemplified
by tools like LiveSnippets [44], which allow users to document their
experiences with photos and voice comments as they unfold. How-
ever, interactions in such systems are passive, requiring explicit
efforts with hands-occupied and heads-down interaction [39, 95]
from the author. Additionally, the content generated often appears
mundane, typically presented as a simple chronological listing of
events rather than a compelling and engaging narrative [44].

With the introduction of Large Language Models (LLMs) and
other technological advancements, there is now an opportunity
for proactive engagement and the generation of longer, more de-
tailed content using in-situ documentation of life experiences. In
particular, LLMs can assist users in generating rich and expressive
narratives by providing context-related guidance and suggestions.
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Figure 1: (A) A user travels with PANDALens, an AI-assisted in-context writing tool equipped with an Optical See-Through
Head-Mounted Display (OHMD) and a ring mouse. (B) The system leverages various modalities to detect the user’s interests
during travel, such as potential interesting audio (e.g., tiger sounds in a museum) and gaze patterns (e.g., looking at flowers). (C)
Detecting interests, the system displays icons (e.g., with auto-captured images) and prompts the user to comment verbally.
It then transcribes this comment and combines it with other data such as image, audio, time, and location to assemble the
contextual data. (D) Using the contextual information, the system formulates context-specific questions in the user’s preferred
style with a Large Language Model (LLM). The user can then respond to these questions. LLM also creates a summary of the
moment, which can be refined based on the user’s feedback. (E) Post-trip, the user can activate PANDALens using the ring mouse
to automatically generate travel blogs. A list of recorded moments is displayed for the user to choose from. Once selected, the
system drafts a travel blog that mirrors the user’s unique style.

This means individuals can embed their immediate and person-
alized feelings and reflections in the instant moments. Proactive
engagement through in-context writing allows for more immersive
and authentic life document experiences, avoiding the decay of
memories over time [44]. Moreover, with the assistance of LLMs,
the need for post-editing efforts can be significantly reduced, as
the generated content is more coherent, well-structured, and ready
for sharing or preservation [67, 88]. These technological advances
open up new possibilities for capturing and preserving meaning-
ful moments, enabling individuals like Jane, a travel enthusiast in
Figure 1, to create more engaging and detailed accounts of their
experiences.

This leads us to our research question and design goal: How can
we support high-quality, personalized documentation in everyday
activities (e.g., travels) but with seamless interaction during users’
primary tasks (e.g., travels) and minimum post-editing efforts?

We introduce PANDALens (ProactiveAINarrativeDocumentation
Assistant), an AI-assisted in-context writing system on Optical See-
Through Head Mounted Displays (OST-HMD, OHMD, augmented-
reality smart glasses). The wearable heads-up platform [95] reduces

the efforts in moment capture by leveraging AI to observe multi-
modal context information1 [26, 68] from user natural behaviors
(e.g., gaze, movement, voice) and environments (e.g., objects in
egocentric view and ambient audio), subsequently offering mo-
ment capture suggestions proactively. Users can respond to these
suggestions via natural voice dialogue or subtle ring interactions
[17, 72]. To elicit detailed user expressions and facilitate intelligent
dialogues, the Large Language Model (LLM) is used to interpret
the multimodal contextual information of the captured moment
and generate context-related questions. To enhance the quality of
the final documentation, the integrated LLM utilizes contextual
information with detailed user expressions to craft the narratives
progressively, minimizing user editing efforts.

Compared to previous approaches (e.g., [44]), which often only
satisfy part of the design goals, PANDALens is the first of its kind
we are aware of to largely satisfy all the design goals specified

1In our context, multimodal information refers to visual, audio, spatial, and temporal
data of the user and environment.
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in the research question. This is achieved by introducing multi-
modal sensing, AI interpretation, and carefully designed mixed-
initiative interfaces and interactions. Through this integrated ap-
proach, PANDALens enables the generation of rich and personalized
content, particularly longer documents, through implicit, natural,
and context-aware inputs. Acting as a proactive AI with LLMs,
PANDALens discerns documentation intentions within live, mul-
timodal contexts, thus reducing user effort in capturing moments
and providing context-rich descriptions. By transforming mentally
demanding documentation into a secondary background activity,
PANDALens enables users to concentrate on their primary tasks,
such as travel, with minimum distraction.

PANDALenswas compared with a smartphone in-context writing
application [44] in realistic travel scenarios in a local museum
involving 16 participants, assessing its overall capability to generate
high-quality narratives with high user experience during travel.
Our findings indicated that PANDALens could effectively improve
travel enjoyment, evoke more profound reflections, and produce
high-quality narrative documentation with reduced effort.

Our contributions are threefold: 1) We introduce a design space
for multimodal context information naturally occurring in travel
scenarios, demonstrating how this information can enhance inter-
action and writing. 2) We present an AI-assisted writing approach
that transfers the passive mobile tool to a proactive wearable assis-
tant. It is accompanied by a proof-of-concept artifact, PANDALens,
designed for seamless in-context writing on OHMD. 3) We provide
an empirical study validating this approach in realistic scenarios,
offering further design implications.

2 RELATEDWORK
To develop a wearable AI assistant that can help users document
their experiences with minimal interference in their primary tasks
(e.g., travels), we consider the following areas.

2.1 Documenting Life Experiences
Capturing and recording users’ experiences and activities is an
active area of research in Human-Computer Interaction (HCI), with
lifelogging being a prominent focus [48, 66, 73]. Such experience
documentation serves various purposes, including Recollecting,
Reminiscing, Retrieving, Reflecting, and Remembering intentions
(the 5Rs) [73], as well as sharing experiences [66]. Recent research
in experience documentation methods [44, 47] highlights the ad-
vantages of in-context documentation (i.e., documenting the expe-
rience and personal thoughts in real-time) over traditional post-
context/retrospective documentation (i.e., recalling past events and
recording them). In-context documentation results in more detailed
descriptions of experiences with lower memory decay and recall
biases and reduces barriers to capturing [44, 47]. Nevertheless, the
frequent manual actions required for in-context documentation can
be a barrier to documenting everyday life experiences [47].

2.2 AI-Assisted Experience Capturing and
Documentation

With the advancement of Machine Learning and Artificial Intelli-
gence (AI) systems, barriers such as the manual effort to capture
and filter data to find important moments and post-processing have

been reduced [10, 19, 45, 73]. Current research has explored two
avenues in this regard. The first is supporting automatic prominent
moment detection and extraction. Such techniques use egocentric
video alone [9, 23, 53, 79] to capture visually appealing moments or
highlight events; or they are combined with other modalities (such
as audio, motion, gaze, location, etc.) to understand fine-grained
context and activities [10] and are adaptive to users’ real-time at-
tention [19]. The second avenue is to simplify post-processing on
captured moments to craft high-quality narratives or stories [11]
(e.g., Day One Journal App2). However, there are still challenges
for in-context documentation of experiences with AI assistance.
AI-initiated automatic capturing can result in incorrect captures
due to a lack of user feedback or the user’s mental state [10, 48].
Similarly, although AI helps in post-processing, including editing
[75, 88], a lack of proper user guidance can lead to misleading in-
formation [7, 38, 85] and templated output [49, 65, 84] that deviates
from user expectations. Moreover, the integration of AI for both in-
context capturing and post-processing has received less attention
in the literature. Therefore, we conduct a formative study to un-
derstand the most suitable moments for capturing experiences and
user expectations of AI for in-context experience documentation.

To address the issues with AI-initiated systems that interact
with humans, mixed-initiative interactions have been introduced
[3, 4, 33], allowing humans and intelligent agents to collaborate
efficiently to obtain the expected output. Mixed-initiative interac-
tions have been applied to collaborative documentation and writing
tasks [21, 71, 75]. In contrast to traditional Human-AI collabora-
tive documentation, where users primarily focus on writing tasks,
in-context experience documentation presents challenges because
users primarily focus on the experience, with documentation as a
secondary goal. Creating a good user experience when interacting
with advanced AI (e.g., LLMs), especially when uncertain about its
capabilities, is also challenging [91]. These challenges require both
AI and humans to iteratively document user experience and refine
the co-created document [20, 24, 71] without distracting users from
their primary activities [61].

2.3 Heads-up Wearable AI Assistant for
In-Context Documentation

While there are mobile phone applications to support in-context
documentation [44], they can interfere with the travel experience
due to the constant need for hands-occupied and heads-down pos-
ture [39, 95]. As an alternative, the emerging wearable platform,
Optical See-Through Head-Mounted Display (OHMD, AR smart
glasses) [37] and the heads-up computing interaction paradigm [95]
show potential due to increased situational awareness [39, 60] and
support for non-intrusive interactions with primary tasks [17, 40].
However, how to utilize heads-up computing for in-context docu-
mentation with AI assistance and minimal interference with the
primary task is underexplored.

We introduce PANDALens, a system designed for OHMDs. PAN-
DALens leverages mixed-initiative interactions to reduce interfer-
ence and utilizes LLMs for document co-creation. It employs a
multimodal context analyzer to detect user interests [69, 74] and
initiate AI interactions when users’ attention isn’t occupied [5, 32],

2https://apps.apple.com/us/app/day-one-journal-private-diary/id1044867788

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/day-one-journal-private-diary/id1044867788
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offering non-intrusive suggestions [17, 29]. In PANDALens, LLMs
play a key role, benefiting from their text-processing capabilities
and ease of customization for content organization [14, 25, 57, 67].
Unlike traditional Human-AI collaborative documentation, where
users explicitly provide intentions [21, 75], PANDALens captures
multimodal context implicitly through user behaviors, facilitating
more natural and personalized co-created documentation [71]. To
overcome challenges like proper prompting [94] and avoid gen-
erating unrelated information [7], PANDALens employs an LLM
pipeline aligned with user expectations. Additionally, LLMs, armed
with multimodal context information, ask context-related in-situ
questions [52] to enrich the documentation, a departure from tradi-
tional systems offering fixed questions [44].

3 STUDY OVERVIEW
Our research began with a formative study to understand the design
space of harnessing multimodal information for AI-assisted in-
context writing, focusing on the travel scenario. Following this, we
iteratively developed the proof-of-concept system, PANDALens. We
then compared PANDALens with LiveSnippets [44], a smartphone-
based in-context writing system in real-world travel settings. Note
that all studies were approved by our university’s institutional
review board (IRB), and participants were compensated ~7.5 USD
per hour, a standard rate for user studies in the local context.

4 FORMATIVE STUDY: HARNESSING
MULTIMODAL CONTEXT INFORMATION
FOR NATURAL HUMAN-AI
COLLABORATIVE WRITING

4.1 Research Questions
We envision the development of a wearable AI assistant collaborat-
ing with travelers to enhance their travel experience documentation.
However, realizing this vision necessitates addressing several key
issues. These include identifying the challenges users face with
current documentation methods, recognizing user behaviors that
can accurately discern the user’s interests and desire to document a
particular moment, and understanding the user’s preferences for AI
assistance. To explore these intricacies, we conducted a formative
study with the following three research questions.

• RQ1: What are the challenges users face when capturing
and documenting interesting moments during travel using
existing tools?

• RQ2: What behavior do users have to indicate their inter-
ests and intentions when they aim to capture and/or share
specific moments during travel?

• RQ3:What are users’ expectations and preferences regarding
the behavior and interactions of the AI assistant during travel
to facilitate in-context writing?

4.2 Participants
We recruited twelve volunteers (P1-P12, 5 females, 7 males, mean
age = 24.3 years, SD = 3.9 years) from the university community.
To ensure the accuracy of our eye-tracking equipment, we selected
participants with normal or corrected vision, excluding those wear-
ing spectacles. Our participant pool primarily consisted of eleven

frequent travel sharers on social media, but included one partici-
pant who did not share travel experiences to provide an alternative
perspective. Our main goal was to observe behaviors from first-
time visitors (10) to identify behaviors associated with interests that
accompany first-time exposure, but we included two re-visitors to
explore different perspectives during revisit experiences.

4.3 Apparatus
To better capture users’ natural behavior during travel, we utilized
portable devices to record what users see, hear, and do during the
trip, aligning with prior lifelogging and travel research [10, 16].

Participants wore a backpack containing a laptop (Acer Swift
Go 14, 1.2kg), which collected all the recordings. Their visual ex-
periences, inclusive of gaze patterns over first-person view (FPV),
were recorded using a Pupil Core3 eye-tracker (World Camera:
30Hz, 1080p, FoV: 139°×83°; Eye Cameras: 120Hz) that connected to
the laptop. Audio experiences comprising verbal interactions and
ambient sounds were captured via a microphone attached to the
participants. As with a conventional trip, participants could use
their smartphones to record moments as they desired. An accompa-
nying experimenter, maintaining a distance to avoid interference,
recorded user actions using a mobile phone (Pixel 6) from a third-
person view (TPV). This TPV feed was streamed to the laptop
in real-time through DroidCam4. The laptop synchronized and
recorded the FPV, gaze, TPV, and audio data using ShareX5. This
setup enabled instant playback for reviewing recorded experiences
later.

4.4 Study Design
To examine the user behavior across travel contexts, we included
two types of travel experience: educational exploration (i.e., visiting
a natural history museum) [50] and recreational exploration (i.e.,
visiting a park) [36]. The visit to the museum offers an information-
rich setting where users can deeply explore various specimens and
fossils (as shown in Figure 2a) and thematic displays. In contrast, in
the park, participants can relax and immerse themselves in nature
(as shown in Figure 2b). Participants were randomly allocated to one
of two locations, which resulted in 12 travel sessions comprising
six park and six museum experiences.

4.5 Task and Procedure
Our study includes two phases: a free-form travel exploration fol-
lowed by a retrospective interview. In the exploration phase, par-
ticipants were required to wear an eye tracker with the laptop in
a backpack (sec 4.3) for recording and asked to freely explore the
assigned destination for at least 30 minutes, accompanied by an
experimenter. After this, participants were asked to review the
recordings, including both FPV, Gaze, TPV, and Timestamp, with
the audio of the user and their ambient environment at 1.5x speed
(as shown in Figure 3). They were asked to pause the recording
to indicate moments they considered interesting (e.g., those that
influenced their emotions or engagement levels) during travel and
the moments they wanted to document. They were also asked to

3https://pupil-labs.com/products/core/
4https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.dev47apps.droidcam
5https://getsharex.com/

https://pupil-labs.com/products/core/
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.dev47apps.droidcam
https://getsharex.com/
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(a)
(b)

Figure 2: Locations of Experiments. (a) A local natural history museum with exhibitions of specimens and fossils. Note: For
Comparative Study (sec 6), we divided the museum into two areas with equal exhibitions, as indicated in the orange line. (b) A
local park with greenery and a lake.

Figure 3: Recordings of users’ natural travel exploration. Af-
ter the trip, participants can review their travel behaviors
with FPV, Gaze Trace, TPV, Timestamp, and Audio from the
user speaking and environment.

share their challenges as they attempt to use the identified moments
for documentation and their vision for how future AI may assist in
such tasks. The entire procedure took approximately 60 minutes
per participant.

4.6 Data Analysis
Upon consolidating 12 transcribed interview notes with obser-
vational notes detailing user behaviors and environments (i.e.,
participant-marked recording frames, as shown in Figure 3, with
remarks, including why interesting, what behavior reveals interest,
why documentation, challenges with documentation, envisioned AI
functions), we employed a thematic analysis approach as outlined
by Braun and Clarke [12]. The details of the analysis procedure can
be found in Appendix A.

4.7 Findings
4.7.1 RQ1: What are the challenges users face when capturing and
documenting interesting moments during travel using existing tools?

Participants highlighted the significant challenge of temporal pres-
sure when attempting to capture captivating moments during their
travels. For instance, P1, when recalling an unexpected encounter
with a butterfly, mentioned, “It’s difficult to capture such a transient
and unanticipated moment,” pointing to the issue of not having
enough time to take out a phone or camera in such fleeting situa-
tions.

For similar reasons, many moments that evoked strong emo-
tional responses went uncaptured and unrecorded. Participants
expressed their desire for these moments to be documented in
real-time, as they recognized that “capturing my emotions as they
occurred could have provided more vivid details and a deeper re-
play of my experience compared to solely relying on memory (P2)”.
However, the fleeting nature of these emotions made it impractical
to use their phones to record them constantly. Instead, participants
often had to depend on retrospection to document these moments.
Unfortunately, this reliance on retrospection often resulted in the
omission or forgetfulness of many of these valuable experiences
due to the natural decay of memory [44].

4.7.2 RQ2: What behavior do users have to indicate their interests
and intentions when they aim to capture and/or share specific mo-
ments during travel? Aligning with the existing literature [19, 77,
81, 86], our observations from users’ free travel exploration (dura-
tion: M = 32.7 mins, SD = 4.3 mins) reveal that specific behaviors
such as prolonged gaze, the increased pitch of tone, and sudden
change in movement (e.g., slowing down, moving closer to target),
emotion change, facial cues, indicates users’ heightened interest.
For example, “Witnessing a butterfly literally jump from one petal
to another was astonishing. I stopped walking and wished to record
it (P1)”. These behaviors are valuable indicators of what captures
users’ attention and curiosity and subsequently predict the events
that users want to document.

However, it is worth noting that not all show-interest moments of
users lead to writing desire. Participants reported two primary mo-
tivations for documenting travel experiences: sharing experiences
and preserving memories, aligning with prior research [82, 83].
Thus, participants are more likely to document interesting moments
that resonate with these motivations. For instance, P8 remarked,
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“This moment [touching dinosaur skeletons] is quite engaging and
certainly worth sharing with my close friends,” while P9 stated,
“I prioritize unique moments that evoke cherished memories for
documentation.” Other moments, although attracting interest (e.g.,
viewing a local map depicting crustal evolution or finding someone
skateboarding quickly in the park), are not considered worthy of
documentation. Among all the show-interest moments we recorded,
roughly 49.7% are regarded as worth documenting, while the re-
maining 50.3% are considered not. Notably, the participant who
focused on preserving memories without sharing needs recorded
more interesting moments (75%) than the group average (49.7%),
showing a preference for comprehensive personal logs without
judging what’s interesting to others. Additionally, two re-visitors
documented interesting moments at a rate (54.3%) similar to first-
time visitors. Although the sample size is too small to generate
meaningful inferences, we see instances where participants’ famil-
iarity with a location doesn’t lessen their interest in documenting
revisiting experiences, as “I can always find something new and
worth recording even in the same place. (P12)”

Two Types of Interests that Influence Writing Intentions. Interest-
ingly, we discerned that different types of interest during travel
influenced documentation intentions. Building upon previous lit-
erature, we categorized these interests as situational and personal
[10, 69]. Situational interest refers to transient cognitive and emo-
tional shifts, often triggered by external events or surprises [69].
In contrast, personal interest represents more enduring motiva-
tions connected to individual preferences and values [69] (e.g., en-
countered personally favored audio and visual experiences during
travel).

In our study, moments driven by situational interest are more
linked with social sharing, allowing participants to share “interest-
ing surprises” with others, “travel differs from daily routines with
its unexpected surprises. That’s the beauty of journeys (P3)”. These
sudden, unexpected events enhance content engagement, as noted
by “I’d like to share about the ‘ugly’ turtle specimen I found, which
makes my sharing humorous (P7)”. In contrast, personal interests
are less frequently documented, mainly serving as personal recol-
lections rather than shared experiences, “I plan to keep the adorable
dog as a precious memory in my personal collection. But I have
no intention of sharing it with my friends as I have already posted
many pictures of my dogs on social media. (P2)”. Yet, these personal
interests, while in the minority (11.2%), play an indispensable role
in the narrative. They introduce embellishing elements that reflect
the author’s individuality and preferences. P2 added, “I will keep
the encounter violin practice [in the park] in sharing, as it reminded
me of practicing that same melody in my childhood. It’s still such a
beautiful sound.”

Thus, considering the unique value each type of interest brings
to the documentation of travel experiences, both situational and
personal interests should be incorporated, although they may hold
different weight in the final documentation composition.

4.7.3 RQ3: What are users’ expectations and preferences regarding
the behavior and interactions of the AI assistant during travel to
facilitate in-context writing?

Proactive Travel Assistant. Participants desired an AI system
capable of understanding their preferences, identifying interesting
topics and experiences, and predicting their interests based on
past travels. One individual hoped the AI would function like “a
well-informed travel buddy (P1)”. Additionally, they appreciated
an AI engaging proactively, asking questions related to previous
experiences and encouraging them to elaborate on moments for
detailed travel blogs. As P9 expressed, “I’d appreciate it if the AI
could capture my verbal reactions to personalize my blog. When
detecting my happiness, it can ask me questions for more details.”
Another participant added, “It can ask about my past experiences.
This will make the trip more enjoyable. (P2)”

Despite the enthusiasm for an interactive AI, participants high-
lighted the necessity for the AI tomaintain a non-intrusive presence,
especially during moments of immersion in travel. As outlined by
P6, “When immersed in nature’s sounds in the garden, I don’t wish
AI to talk to me... It should display relevant information subtly,
allowing me to act quickly without detracting from my experience.”
When asked what happens if AI fails to take the initiative to execute
desired tasks or perform wrong tasks, participants expressed the
need to regain control, using verbal commands (12/12) to gestures
(9/12) and controllers (6/12).

Auto Blog Generation with User Authenticity. Post-travel, partici-
pants envisioned AI to draft a narrative automatically, reducing the
editing workload, a major burden in limiting participants from cre-
ating such documents, “One reason I don’t share [my experience]
is, it takes a lot of effort to create a nice blog (P11)”. Nonetheless,
users emphasized the importance of personal style, “I still prefer
to rephrase the final writing in my own style; it should reflect me
(P7)”.

Our findings illustrate a comprehensive perspective on AI assis-
tant design, emphasizing proactive engagement while respecting
and aligning with users’ preferences. To achieve this, various con-
textual cues for guiding AI interactions and content creation can
be utilized, as detailed in the next section.

4.8 Design Space of Context Information for
AI-Assisted In-Context Writing During
Travels

Considering users’ challenges faced when using smartphones dur-
ing travel and their expectations for an AI assistant, we summarize
the design space for utilizing multimodal context information in
AI-assisted In-Context Writing, consisting of two parts: interaction
and content generation, as presented in Figure 4.

4.8.1 Interaction. Utilizing various contextual information can as-
sist in AI-involved interactions (i.e., the left branch in Figure 4),
making it a proactive travel companion by identifying interesting
moments to capture, asking questions, and guiding the optimal
interaction methods. For interest detection, both situational and
personal interest [77, 81] need to be discerned, as they trigger user
documentation intentions. Specifically, in the travel context, gaze
patterns and movement changes (e.g., approaching an entity) can
reveal both situational and personal interests [19, 77, 86]. Addition-
ally, speaking tone, gestures (e.g., interaction with physical objects),
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Figure 4: The design space describes how to utilize multimodal context information for both interaction and content generation
for in-context writing.

and facial cues can pinpoint situational interests, while detecting
environmental cues can identify personal interests, such as objects
in FPV matched preferred visual elements (e.g., animals) and audio
(e.g., music) associated with memories.

After detecting such interests, the system can automatically cap-
ture moments and leverage all the available context information
of the moment to pose questions to users if they confirm interest.
These questions can reduce travel boredom and capture users’ fleet-
ing in-the-context emotions. Furthermore, context information can
help decide the optimal time of interaction to avoid interruption.
Using gaze information, it can recognize users’ engagement in pri-
mary tasks (e.g., enjoying a scenery); thus, certain AI suggestions
should be deferred until users are more receptive [5]. Such deferrals
can be aligned with transitions in activities [32], as indicated by
significant changes in FPV. Additionally, the feedback modality
should be tailored to the user’s engagement, such as employing
visuals when auditory stimuli dominate their experience, to prevent
sensory saturation [90].

4.8.2 Content Generation. Utilizing context information from in-
teresting moments can reduce the writing workload (i.e., the right
branch in Figure 4). Writing covers various levels of abstraction, as
suggested by various literature [22, 34], ranging from basic event
descriptions to intricate details. Contextual data associated with
these “interesting” moments can aid in crafting both the structural
and detailed elements of a narrative. Specifically, sensory (such as
FPV and audio), spatial, and temporal modalities (such as location
and time) can help structure the narrative, addressing the WH ques-
tions (i.e., what, when, where, who, and how) of user experiences.
Introducing more precise details into the narrative, e.g., by recog-
nizing background elements like information boards or nearby tour
guide speeches in a museum, can enrich the content and enhance
its depth. In addition to these relatively objective writing compo-
nents, participants emphasized the importance of personalizing
narratives. To achieve this, participants recommended AI capturing

in-the-moment emotional responses (e.g., expressions of astonish-
ment) and encouraging them to reflect (e.g., by connecting with
past experiences) through elicitation questions.

5 PANDALENS SYSTEM
We introduce PANDALens, a proof-of-concept system that aligns
with the design considerations highlighted by the formative study.
In this section, we first depict the usage scenarios of PANDALens,
then detail the primary features of the PANDALens system, their un-
derlying rationale through iterative design, and its implementation.
Notably, while our current version addresses most user require-
ments, as a prototype, it has the potential for further refinement,
especially when technologies such as OHMDs and AI become more
powerful and practical.

5.1 Usage Scenarios of PANDALens
Consider Jane, the previously mentioned traveler, at the local natu-
ral history museum. Upon entering the museum, Jane is immedi-
ately captivated by a giant Rafflesia flower. She moves closer to the
flower and takes a careful look. Detecting Jane’s prolonged gaze,
PANDALens automatically takes a photo of the flower. However, as
Jane is engrossed with the flower, PANDALens delays prompting
her with comment suggestions until Jane has finished enjoying the
exhibit and moves on to the next one. When seeing the captured
photo, Jane is satisfied and tells PANDALens that this is her first
time seeing this flower. Analyzing Jane’s comments along with the
captured image and location information (as shown in Figure 1),
PANDALens understands the context and then asks Jane questions
for details, “May I ask if this is a real one or just a model?” To which
Jane replies, “I suppose it should be real, as there was a ‘do not
touch’ sign.”

As a bird lover, when Jane passes by a wall full of bird specimens,
PANDALens detects the birds in Jane’s FPV and, considering Jane’s
personal interests, takes a picture and shows a ‘like icon’ to Jane,
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indicating an invitation for comments. Jane expresses her delight
at seeing so many birds on one wall, and PANDALens subsequently
asks what species is her favorite. However, Jane finds something
even more interesting at that moment—a complete whale skele-
ton. Thus, she ignores the question, which gradually fades away,
and tries to find a good angle to take a picture. After finding an
ideal spot, Jane uses the subtle ring interaction to capture a photo
and converses with PANDALens about the story behind the whale
(which died from a collision with a cargo ship). After the whale
visit, when Jane goes to another exhibition and passes by the bird
area again, PANDALens avoids auto-capture and commenting sug-
gestions to avoid repeated suggestions. Later, when Jane finds a
cute cat specimen and moves closer to it, PANDALens takes photos
for Jane. A commenting invitation also shows up when detecting
the simulated tiger sound in the museum. Similarly, Jane continues
to enjoy the museums with her ‘PANDALens companion’.

After the visit, Jane asks PANDALens to generate a blog using the
ring interaction. PANDALens first compiles a list of recorded mo-
ments for Jane to select the highlights to include in narratives. After
Jane’s selection, PANDALens creates a travel blog detailing Jane’s
experience at the museum with her reflections and interesting mo-
ments. Although Jane appreciates narratives with details, she also
wants to share the trip on Twitter. Therefore, Jane asks PANDALens
to convert the writing into a Twitter-style by condensing the con-
tent and adding emojis. Upon receiving verbal revision requests,
PANDALens revises and presents the content on the OHMD. Once
Jane confirms the final version, PANDALens outputs the narrative
along with the captured images to Jane’s laptop, enabling her to
share it on Twitter.

5.2 Key Features of PANDALens System through
Iterative Design

As demonstrated in the above usage scenarios (sec 5.1), the interac-
tion flow of PANDALens encompasses three stages: (1) Capturing of
Interested Moments: Using a mixed-initiative interface that seam-
lessly merges AI-driven and human-initiated actions. (2) Context-
Related Questions Generation: PANDALens presents context-related
queries by leveraging the multimodal information extracted from
the captured moments. (3) Final Narratives Generation: After travel,
PANDALens offers users the autonomy to select their favored cap-
tured moments. It then generates a draft document and enables
revisions according to the user’s preferences. In the following, we
will introduce the functions of three major components in the Final
System. We will then elucidate how each component was refined
through a one-round iterative design process.

5.2.1 Participants. Eight users (P1-P8) from the university were
involved in the iterative design to test our Initial System and give
feedback. We sought a varied participant group for comprehensive
insights. Three regularly posted travel stories online, while five
rarely did, finding editing too labor-intensive. Besides, the partici-
pant group comprised a UI designer and two HCI researchers.

5.2.2 Mixed Initiation for Moment Capture: AI Initiation. We incor-
porated a set of modalities tailored for travel scenarios from our
formative study (sec 4.8) as a proof of concept to detect users’ situa-
tional and personal interests [69, 74]. We also designed strategies to

mitigate false positive suggestions and information overwhelming
from the AI assistant.

Multimodal Analyzer for User Interest Detection. The system pro-
cesses various modalities in real-time and concurrently to detect
the two types of interests. To identify situational interests, the
system recognizes positive sentiments, including joy and surprise,
in user verbal expressions, given travelers mainly report positive
experiences in travel blogs [18].

For personal interest detection, the system monitors two types
of context information from the environment that match user pref-
erences, objects within the FPV and background audio, to discern
visual and auditory preferences. To quickly assess user visual and
auditory preferences from a wide range of categories, we ask LLM
to “Create an interactive questionnaire to narrow down two lists
related to interest detection for the COCO dataset and MediaPipe
Audio classification, based on the user’s travel preferences.” Based
on users’ answers, the LLM consequently formulates two lists of
potential options, allowing users to narrow down their choices
further.

Additionally, two triggers are utilized to detect both situational
and personal interest, with optimization based on our pilot test-
ing results. The first, Gaze Fixation, is detected when eyes remain
focused on a small area, deviating no more than 4.91 degrees for
at least 1 second. The second trigger, named “Zoom-In”, activates
when users approach an object closely while looking at it. This
intent is identified by the target object size increases by 10% in two
consecutive FPV frames.

Interaction Design. As depicted in Figure 5 (AI Initiative-Detect
Interest), the AI suggests moment capture upon detecting user inter-
est. Users can confirm such interest by verbally commenting, which
triggers the system to auto-record. To overcome the uncertainty
in AI decisions, we follow the mixed-initiative guidelines [4, 33].
If the user ignores the suggestion, it gradually vanishes, or users
can dismiss it manually (by pressing the center button on the ring
mouse).

Moreover, tomitigate distraction fromAI suggestions, we adopted
the following designs: (1) We utilized the principles of “matching
attentional draw with utility” [29, 90] for notifications. For instance,
audio notifications attract more attention [27]. Thus, initial invi-
tations of moment commenting are only conveyed through sub-
tle visual feedback (e.g., icons [17, 41]), and audio notifications
are only enabled after confirming the user’s interest. (2) To fa-
cilitate user concentration on primary activities while still being
subtly aware of digital alerts, we situated the visual notifications
within peripheral vision [17, 40]. Additionally, we employed higher
inter-line text spacing [96] to enhance the text readability during
mobility, as shown in Figure 1 and Figure 5. (3) To prevent users
from being bombarded with notifications, we limit the frequency
of sending the same type of notification. Specifically, we set a min-
imum interval for the same type of suggestions within a similar
FPV (𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 = 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒_𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 (15𝑠) + (𝐹𝑃𝑉 _𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦)2 ×
𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑_𝑓 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 (200𝑠)). (4) To ensure users remain engaged in
the present experience, certain notifications are deferred [5] to less
interesting moments. For instance, gaze fixation-based suggestions
are deferred until a transition [32] during the trip.
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Figure 5: Interaction flow of PANDALens system. It includes both AI-initiative and Human-Initiative interactions. The ring
mouse for human-controlled interaction is also shown (yellow dots presenting button clicks). Note: Icons are re-scaled to make
the figure clear.

Iterative Design. There is no difference in interest detection trig-
gers between the Initial System and the Final System. However,
after detecting potential interest, the Initial System prompts both
visual (e.g., photo) and audio notifications (e.g., saying, “Do you
have any comments?”) to users. Participants (P1, P2, P3) found this
sometimes distracting, particularly when context analysis models
generated false-positive errors. Thus, we adopted the “matching
attentional draw with utility” principle (omit audio feedback for
commenting invitations) and limited the frequency of similar noti-
fications to minimize distraction from AI suggestions.

5.2.3 Mixed Initiation for Moment Capture: Human Initiation. We
incorporate human initiation using subtle ring interaction [17, 72]
to complement AI initiation, especially when AI might not detect
user interest. Adopting the attention-maintaining interface design
of ParaGlassMenu [17], our design enables users to remain engaged
in their travel activities while leveraging their peripheral vision
for menu manipulation. By default, the menu is hidden to reduce
disruptions. As illustrated in Figure 5 (Human Initiative-Menu),
users can activate the menu by pressing the center button on the
ring mouse. Following natural spatial mapping guidelines [58] to
minimize cognitive effort, users can utilize the up, down, and right
buttons to generate final writing, take photos, or record voice com-
ments, respectively. Moreover, proficient users can snap photos
directly via the ring mouse’s down button as a shortcut, bypassing
menu activation. Options for photo retakes are provided, enabling
refining captures. Once a photo is taken, the system displays a
notification consisting of an image and comment invitation. Mir-
roring the AI initiation process (sec 5.2.2), the system anticipates
user voice commenting, and fades the notification if left unattended
after 8 seconds.

Iterative Design. Two differences exist between the Initial Sys-
tem and the Final System regarding human initiation. First, the
Initial System required prior activation for any action, deemed cum-
bersome by users (P4, P5, P6). Thus, the Final System introduced
shortcuts for photo-taking, bypassing menu activation. Second, the
Initial System did not support capturing new moments while pro-
cessing previous requests, causing missed fleeting moments (P3,
P6). The Final System thus allows photo-taking during processing
and adds them to a pending list for later commenting.

5.2.4 Processing of Interested Moments. Upon user confirmation
of interesting moments via comments, PANDALens transcribes the
user’s voice into text. As shown in Figure 6 (Contextual Informa-
tion), these transcriptions are then sent to the LLM, enriched with
additional contextual modalities in textual formats using various AI
models (detailed in Table 1), including image descriptions, identified
objects’ labels with confidence scores, text recognized from images
(OCR), and information about time, location, and background audio
category. This facilitates 1) presenting context-relevant questions
to users for inspiration and 2) creating a concise moment summary
that eventually contributes to the final narratives.

Context-Related Questions for Inspiration. Leveraging the afore-
mentioned multimodal context, the LLM employs a predefined
prompt to pose context-specific questions tailored to the user’s
preferred style (e.g., ‘direct and specific to the current moment,’
‘question links to memories,’ etc.). User preferences regarding ques-
tion formats are pre-configured (Figure 6-green highlighted parts)
and summarized by another LLM model, which first queries users
for their preferred style and offers several examples for decision
support when user preferences are unclear (e.g., one of the question
style examples provided by the LLM is: Specific and Detailed: “Can
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Figure 6: LLM Chat History for the PANDALens system. ‘System’ represents the initial prompts directing the LLM’s tasks. In the
Instruction Prompt, sections highlighted in green are customized parts tailored to individual preferences and generated by
another LLM. ‘User’ and ‘AI’ signify the inputs and outputs within the LLM dialogue, respectively, with message sequencing
indicated numerically. Note: Some details are redacted to conserve space. Details can be found in Appendix B.2.

you describe the flavors and aromas of your coffee? How did they
contribute to your overall experience?” ). It operates using a separate
prompt, as detailed in Appendix B.3.

To balance inspiration and potential distraction, we limit the
number of questions posed for each moment to two, as suggested
by users. Regarding the notification modality of these questions,
our system integrates both automatic and manual toggling between
auditory and visual feedback to ensure a balance between notice-
ability and minimal distractions. Automatic modality toggles are
environmentally dependent; for instance, a scene with many nearby
individuals in the FPV prompts auditory rather than visual feedback
to preserve the user’s visual focus. Concurrently, manual modality
adjustments using the ring mouse, such as muting or unmuting
notifications, are also available.

Prompt Design: Processing Interesting Moments for High-Quality
Questions and Final Narratives. Figure 6 demonstrates the interac-
tion flow with LLM to generate questions and final narratives. To
ensure a comprehensive understanding of user travel experiences,

interactions with LLMmaintain the chat memories, including previ-
ous contextual and Q&A details in the same travel session. However,
two primary issues were encountered during LLM data processing:
1) the LLM asked irrelevant questions due to overlooking important
context that contains unclear or erroneous information (e.g., voice
comments with errors like ‘Seeshell Potoms’ [‘Seashell Patterns’]),
and 2) it produced unsatisfactory final narratives from lengthy, un-
structured chat histories (e.g., voice transcription errors preserving
in final narratives while user elaborations on questions are missing).
To mitigate these challenges, we iteratively refined (Appendix B.1)
the Instruction Prompt for LLM, as shown in Figure 6.

To address the first challenge, the refined prompts require the
LLM to correct inaccuracies using multimodal information before
generating context-relevant questions (detailed in the Authoring
Mode Task Description in Figure 6). This approach reduced unsat-
isfied questions and enabled a more accurate understanding of the
environment and user intentions. For example, instead of ignoring
‘Seeshell Potoms,’ the refined prompt enabled the LLM to accurately
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understand it with the museum’s multimodal context and inquire
about captivating aspects of the seashell pattern.

To address the second challenge, we adopt an approach similar
to Chain-of-Thought [87]. Rather than prompting the LLM to gen-
erate final narratives directly from an unstructured chat history,
the prompt first instructs the LLM to craft a summary for each dis-
tinct moment, accompanied by every in-situ question generation.
These summaries can be dynamically enriched or corrected based
on users’ responses regarding specific moments. For example, a
moment summary first accurately recorded a plant name as ‘Raffle-
sia’ instead of ‘Raising’ from voice transcription and then updated
details on how the plant’s structure enables its regeneration after a
fire disaster using user responses to questions. Ultimately, the LLM
model generates the final narrative using these refined momentary
summaries.

Iterative Design. In the Final System, we improved both the in-
teraction experience and question quality based on user feedback.
The Initial System showcased live voice transcriptions to users, but
this feature proved distracting, especially with transcription errors.
Many users (P1, P2, P3, P4, P8) spent more time correcting errors
than enjoying their travel experience. Given that participants (P2,
P3, P7, P8) observed minor transcription errors that didn’t hinder
LLM’s comprehension, especially with other rich multimodal con-
texts available, we removed the live voice transcription display in
the Final System. Furthermore, the inability to mute and constantly
ask questions until the user stops responding annoyed several par-
ticipants (P3, P5, P7). To address this, we introduced a ‘mute’ feature
in Final System and limited the number of questions per moment
to two, as recommended by the users. As for question quality, two
participants (P4, P7) reported that the questions were too general
and didn’t reflect their preferences. Thus, we introduced personal-
ized prompts in the Final System to allow users to customize their
preferred question style.

5.2.5 Generation of Final Writing. Post-travel, users can compose
their final narrative by selecting which captured moments to incor-
porate (see Figure 5, Moment Selection and Export Output). The
LLM provides a concise summary for each recorded moment, facili-
tating users in choosing different moment combinations for diverse
narratives. After moment selection, the LLM crafts the complete
narrative based on a predetermined personalized prompt (Figure 6-
green highlighted parts)6. Recognizing that preferences may change
over time, users can modify the writing style or make other narra-
tive adjustments through voice commands. Ultimately, the system
offers the final draft narrative in Microsoft Word format, facilitating
various sharing options, including social media posts. In addition,
to satisfy the comprehensive reviewing needs, the system attaches
all the moment summaries to the end of the documentation.

Iterative Design. Two major changes were implemented in the
Final System. Firstly, while the Initial System generated narratives
based on the entire chat history, two participants (P1, P8) requested
the ability to create multiple blog variations with different moments
to suit various sharing purposes. Thus, we introduced moment se-
lection in the Final System. A full log of all moment summaries

6Mirroring the approach for setting question preferences, user preferences for writing
styles are preconfigured using an LLMwith a separate prompt, detailed inAppendix B.3.

was also added to the documentation for comprehensive reviewing
needs (P7). Secondly, the Initial System did not accommodate users’
preferences for generating styled narratives. As a result, two par-
ticipants (P4, P7) noted that the final draft narratives, while formal,
sometimes appeared templated and did not reflect their personal
styles. Therefore, similar to customizable question styles, we in-
corporated personalized prompts for writing style into the LLM
pipeline in the Final System.

5.3 Implementations
The PANDALens system is developed with the OHMD, XREAL Air7,
for a near-eye display and uses the Pupil Core add-on for gaze
detection and FPV streaming. Built on a TKinter-based UI and a
Python backend, it seamlessly handles the real-time capture and
concurrent processing of various context data and user interactions.
Due to computational constraints, our choice of context analysis
models aimed to balance performance and efficiency, especially in
mobile scenarios without constant power sources. We employed the
GPT3.5-Turbo-16K model as the primary LLM to generate context-
specific questions and structure narratives. Few-shot prompts (i.e.,
Auto Mode Selection in Figure 6) enabled LLM to discern whether
to generate questions, compile a moment selection list, or create
a full blog based on the input format, and additional prompt engi-
neering techniques [70, 87] were utilized to enhance its output. To
address the LLM’s token limitations, our system compresses chat
history into summaries, facilitating longer documentation sessions.
Detailed prompt information can be referenced in the Appendix B.
Comprehensive implementation details can be referred to in Table 1
and Appendix C.

6 COMPARATIVE STUDY
To evaluate the overall efficacy and user experience of PANDALens
for in-context writing during travels, we conducted a comparative
study with LiveSnippets, a smartphone application for in-context
writing, during a realistic museum visit.

Introduced in 2020, LiveSnippets [44] is an application that al-
lows users to capture photos and record verbal comments on their
smartphones. Unlike the traditional approach, LiveSnippets encour-
ages in-context content creations using voice-based multimedia
input and stores them in multi-modal “snippets” (i.e., images with
voice transcriptions, locations, and timestamps). The snippets can
be rearranged to form multimedia articles and published with light
copy-editing.

LiveSnippets shares many common features with PANDALens in
leveraging voice-based input and automatically tagging multimodal
metadata when users take photos. However, the primary distinction
is that it does not infer users’ interests by observing their behavior;
instead, it employs a user-initiative approach to moment capturing
rather than a mixed-initiative approach. Furthermore, LiveSnippets
lacks the assistance of LLMs. Despite these differences, LiveSnippets
stands out as the closest in-context writing tool we have identified,
making it an ideal candidate for exploring the impact of these
feature variations on the user experience.

7https://www.xreal.com/air

https://www.xreal.com/air
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Table 1: System Components and Associated Technologies. The links to these tools are in Appendix C.

Component Description Associated Technologies/Tools
PANDALens Main system developed for the application. Python 3.9
OHMD UI Interfaces built on a laptop for near-eye display. Tkinter
Pupil Core Facilitates gaze detection and FPV video streaming. Socket connection in Python with Pupil Capture App

Multimodal Analyzer Analyzes multimodal context data concurrently
and integrates contextual information in JSON format.

1. Object Detection & OCR: YOLO v8, Google Cloud Vision API
2. Image Description: BLIP-large on Hugging Face
3. FPV Similarity: OpenCV
4. Audio Classification: MediaPipe
5. Voice Transcription: Whisper
6. Tone Analysis: Emotion English DistilRoBERTa-base model
7. Location: Geopy, Geocoder.
8. Time: Python’s Datetime.

LLM Model Processes context data to provide questions and assist writing. GPT3.5-Turbo-16K (temperature value: 0.3)

Prompt Engineering Ensures efficient task performance and seamless integration.

1. Clear and Specific Instructions,
2. Few-shot prompts,
3. JSON formatted responses,
4. Chain-of-Thought approach

6.1 Participants
We recruited 16 participants (8 females, 8 males; mean age = 23.4
years, SD = 2.8) from the university community with self-reported
professional English proficiency. None of them had participated
in our prior two studies. To ensure compatibility with OHMD, all
participants had no visual or auditory impairments (contact lenses
were allowed). Their travel-sharing habits varied: eight participants
regularly shared experiences more than twice monthly on social
media or personal blogs, five shared 1-2 times per month, and
three infrequently shared. This allowed us to assess how users
with different sharing experiences perceive the PANDALens system.
Additionally, twelve participants were first-time visitors, while four
had visited before, providing insights from both novel and revisit
experiences.

6.2 Apparatus
For the PANDALens system, as depicted in Figure 1, participants
wore XREAL Air glasses with the Pupil Core addon for eye tracking.
The XREAL Air glasses were connected to a laptop (Macbook Pro
14-inch, M2 Pro chip) running the AR system and logging user
interactions. They held a Sanwa ring mouse (400-MA077) in their
dominant hand for menu control. Participants also carried a light
backpack to house the laptop during the trip. For the LiveSnippets
system, participants used a phone (Mi A1) and a light backpack
with the same laptop to mitigate confounding factors.

An accompanying experimenter, maintaining a distance to avoid
interference, recorded participants’ behaviors from a third-person
perspective (TPV) using a mobile phone (iPhone 12).

6.3 Study Design
We employed a repeated-measures within-subject design for this
study. Each participant experienced two travel sessions using the
PANDALens and LiveSnippets systems. The order in which they
used these systems was counterbalanced. The museum was divided
into two areas, each containing an equal number of exhibitions (as
illustrated in Figure 2a). The visiting order for these two areas was

fixed for all participants, ensuring that each system was used in
both areas.

6.4 Tasks and Procedure
The primary task for participants was to immerse themselves in
the travel experience with no restrictions (e.g., no time limits). The
secondary task required them to record any interesting moments
based on their personal preferences. After the trip, participants
could edit and refine the generated writing drafts from both systems
until they were satisfied.

Following prior research [44], we divided the experience asso-
ciated with each device into two phases: 1) travel while capturing
interesting moments and 2) post-trip editing. After signing the con-
sent forms, participants received a briefing about the experiment.
They then spent approximately 10 minutes on the pre-study setup.
This included specifying question and writing style preferences and
selecting interested audio/visual object types. Subsequently, they
underwent a 15-minute training session for each system, ending
with creating a sample writing. Once participants were familiar
with the system, they spent 45-60 minutes exploring specified loca-
tions using the designated interface. Post-exploration, they com-
pleted questionnaires about their travel and system interaction
experiences. After a 5-10 minute break, participants continued on
a second travel session with the alternate system for another 45-60
minutes.

Upon completing both travel sessions, participants went to a lab
room with computer access for the post-editing. In the lab room,
they generated writing drafts for the two systems and then pro-
ceeded to edit the content further, either on the two systems or
on the computer, with the same order of exploration. For both sys-
tems, participants were also free to leverage any tools to assist their
writing [88], including AI tools (e.g., ChatGPT, Grammarly), which
helps us understand if the merits of PANDALens were not simply
due to using LLM for polished narratives. Although there was no
strict time constraint, participants typically took 5 to 20 minutes for
editing. Afterward, they completed a questionnaire reflecting on
their writing experience, followed by a 15-minute semi-structured
interview discussing their overall travel and writing experiences.
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The entire experiment took approximately 180 minutes, including
two 5-10 minute mandatory breaks to avoid fatigue.

6.5 Measures
6.5.1 Quality of Content Generation. For objective measures, we
collect the data of post-editing time (min) andWord Count. For sub-
jective measures, self-rated Post-Editing Effort, quality of Language,
Creativity & Appeal, and meeting preferredWriting Style for final
writing (7-point Likert scale) [49] were collected. Additionally, we
measure self-rated scores on Control over Content and Trust in Con-
tent [20] to evaluate authenticity (7-point Likert scale). Moreover,
Self-Rated Writing Score for overall final writing satisfaction (out of
100) was collected to encompass several aspects of content quality
from a holistic view.

6.5.2 Quality of Travel And Moment Capture. For objective mea-
sures, system usage counts, including the count for photos and
comments, are collected. Specifically for the PANDALens, we track
how often users find AI suggestions helpful and the number of
suggestions that lead to user comments.

For subjective measures, we collected Travel Enjoyment scores
using a 7-point Likert scale. Recognizing that smartphones cur-
rently offer more advanced hardware than smart glasses, which
might influence the present travel experience, and anticipating that
OHMD will be improved in the future [1], Travel Enjoyment scores
with both existing and anticipated enhanced devices (for example,
more lightweight devices) were collected. For the effectiveness of
moment capture (i.e., whether photo-taking and commenting with
the system can well support documentation needs), we evaluate
Writing Productivity aided by the system’s moment capture ability
and efficacy in Ideation Support (7-point Likert scale). Interaction
Distraction andNaturalness to primary task (i.e., travel) [17] (7-point
Likert scale), usability (SUS [13]), and perceived task load (RTLX
[30]), were collected to evaluate interaction quality of moment cap-
ture in the travel. Lastly, we collected users’ Familiarity with both
devices using a 7-point Likert scale.

6.5.3 Analysis. A paired-sample T-test or Wilcoxon signed-rank
test was used depending on the data’s characteristics. Descriptive
statistics were also used to analyze the results. The interview record-
ings were transcribed and thematically analyzed following Braun
and Clarke’s guidelines [12].

6.6 Results
Users spent an average duration of 47.3 minutes (SD=5.7) in the mu-
seumwith PANDALens, while they spent an average of 45.4 minutes
(SD=3.3) with LiveSnippets. Overall, PANDALens significantly im-
proved the quality of content generation with reduced user efforts.
Regarding travel and moment capture experience, PANDALens en-
abled a higher travel experience with more moment capture and
comments made, significantly improving users’ in-context docu-
mentation. Notably, PANDALens’ interaction quality of moment
capture was comparable to LiveSnippets, although participants were
significantly less familiar with OHMD than smartphones (3.13 vs.
6.50 out of 7, 𝑝 < 0.001). Participants’ blog-sharing and revisit-
ing experiences didn’t influence interaction behavior, and they all
valued high-quality documentation.

6.6.1 Quality of Content Generation. As illustrated in Figure 7,
PANDALens significantly outperformed (𝑝 < 0.05) LiveSnippets in
terms of Language, Creativity & Appeal,Writing Style, and achieved
a significantly higher Self-Rated Writing Score (82.19 vs. 60.88, 𝑝 <

0.001). Moreover, it significantly reduced (𝑝 < 0.001) post-editing
time (5.26 min vs. 17.93 min) and effort (2.50 vs. 5.88 out of 7), while
Word Count between the two systems did not exhibit any significant
differences.

Effectiveness of PANDALens’ LLM Pipeline. The better perfor-
mance of PANDALens can be largely attributed to its integrated
LLM pipeline, including personalization and multimodal context in-
formation transformation, which empowered participants to receive
well-crafted blogs from the system via bite-sized interactions during
their travel. For LiveSnippets, while participants were also allowed
to use AI tools, including LLM (e.g., ChatGPT), for post-editing,
only six participants used such tools and encountered challenges.
These ranged from uncertainties about using prompts to receiving
unsatisfied output when merely inputting their voice transcriptions
from the LiveSnippets system to LLM.

Authenticity of Generated Content. Although there was no signif-
icant difference in Control over Content between the two systems,
participants had a significantly higher (𝑝 < 0.05) Trust in Content
with PANDALens compared to LiveSnippets. This is largely due to
more transcription errors shown in LiveSnippets’ output document.

6.6.2 Quality of Travel And Moment Capture. As illustrated in
Figure 8, PANDALens outperformed LiveSnippets in terms of over-
all travel enjoyment (especially with envisioned future enhanced
OHMD with lightweight and transparent lenses (𝑝 < 0.05)). PAN-
DALens also significantly (𝑝 < 0.05) enabled users to capture more
moments (34.13 vs. 28.63) and in-context comments (30.00 vs. 17.38),
as shown in Table 2, with comparable interaction quality (Dis-
traction, Naturalness, SUS, RTLX ) with LiveSnippets. Additionally,
participants rated that capturing moments using the PANDALens
system significantly improved the quality (𝑝 < 0.001) of Writing
Productivity and Ideation Support.

Mixed Initiative Interaction forMoment Capture. As demonstrated
in Table 2, PANDALens facilitated a higher total moment capture
count (increase 19.2%), yet with fewer manual interaction initia-
tions (reduce 31.7%) compared to LiveSnippets. This suggests that
AI-driven initiations significantly reduce user efforts required for
moment capture initiation, providing more seamless interactions
during travel. Regarding AI initiation, suggestions activated by
gaze-related actions, such as Zoom-in (approaching a specific ob-
ject while looking at it) and Gaze Fixation, emerge as the most
effective triggers, as evidenced by their highest acceptance rates.
As elaborated by P2, most scenery locations are rich in visual at-
tractions, maximizing the benefits of gaze modality, where users
predominantly direct their gaze to indicate what they find most
exciting.

It’s worth noting that although not all AI suggestions were ac-
cepted (overall acceptance rate: 67%) during the journey, most par-
ticipants (14/16) found unused AI suggestions non-intrusive due to
the ease of ignoring the irrelevant notification. Intriguingly, four
participants noted that AI suggestions prompted them to reexam-
ine moments they initially dismissed, leading to newfound interest.
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Figure 7: Boxplots for both Objective and Subjective measures of the quality of content generation. × inside box plot represents
the mean value point. * indicates significance of 𝑝 < 0.05, and ** indicates significance of 𝑝 < 0.001. See the statistics detail in
Appendix D-Table 3.

Figure 8: Boxplots for Subjective measures of the quality of travel and moment capture. × inside box plot represents the
mean value point. * indicates significance of 𝑝 < 0.05, and ** indicates significance of 𝑝 < 0.001. See the statistics detail in
Appendix D-Table 4.

Table 2: Mean system usage counts per participant for PANDALens ([P]) and LiveSnippets ([L]). For the PANDALens system, we
present interaction counts initiated by both AI and User. Specifically for AI-initiation, we present Acceptance (rate), indicating
how many AI suggestions were perceived as useful by participants (either for helping with taking photos (final kept) or leading
to making comments). For LiveSnippets, we present interaction counts by User, and the Acceptance (rate) represents how many
manual photo-taking actions resulted in final kept photos or making comments. We also present Comments (rate), indicating
how many interactions lead to making comments.

PANDALens Interaction Total Acceptance Comments Acceptance Rate Comments Rate
[P] AI: Zoom-in 2.69 2.56 1.56 0.95 0.58
[P] AI: Gaze Fixation 4.13 3.75 1.94 0.91 0.47
[P] AI: Object in FPV 9.06 6.75 2.31 0.74 0.26
[P] AI: Ambient Audio 5.06 0.81 0.81 0.16 0.16
[P] AI: Positive Tone 0.94 0.69 0.13 0.73 0.13
[P] AI-initiation 21.88 14.56 6.75 0.67 0.31
[P] Manual Photo 19.56 19.56 12.31 1.00 0.63
[P] Total Initiation 41.44 34.13 19.06 0.46

PANDALens Interaction Total Acceptance Comments Acceptance Rate Comments Rate
[P] AI: Context-Related Questions 23.06 10.94 10.94 0.47 0.47

LiveSnippets Interaction Total Acceptance Comments Acceptance Rate Comments Rate
[L] Manual Photo 29.25 28.63 17.38 0.98 0.59

Most participants (14/16) also valued the extra automated photos for
post-trip review, noting the potential to find unnoticed highlights
during the travel (P7, P9).

Experience (Passive Tool vs. Proactive Mate). Participants also
made more comments when using PANDALens with increased

travel enjoyment, as “it [PANDALens] converts the travel experi-
ence from a passive tool to proactive interactions (P14)”, and makes
it more like a “friend (P15)”, which validates the user expectation
of “travel mate” in the formative study. As P3 elaborates, this was
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largely due to the context-awareness suggestions and dialogue-
based Q&A of the system, “it’s like somebody who asks me what
you have seen in the museum. I would have forgotten to say this
before [with my smartphone], but now it’s natural to speak out my
feelings”. P14 further addressed these benefits for solo travelers, “I
think AI-initiated conversations are actually a good way for solo
visitors. If I visit a museum alone, I want to chat with someone.
This [PANDALens] is a very good medium to record your thoughts
at that moment.”

Emerging Technology vs. Status Quo. While most participants
(15/16) preferred using PANDALens for in-context writing during
travels, it is important to note that one user (who frequently uses
smartphones for Vlog creation) still favored the traditional smart-
phone interaction. This preference was largely due to the immature
hardware of OHMD and their familiarity with phones. Moreover,
participants highlighted that smartphones provide a more intuitive
method for framing photos, yielding comparable interaction quality
in metrics such as Distraction, Naturalness, SUS, and RTLX .

Despite their relative unfamiliarity with OHMD, participants
who preferred PANDALens’ moment capture experiences empha-
sized its natural and less demanding feel, as “It’s more convenient
and natural for me to simply click the ring mouse to take a photo
or directly accept the AI suggestion and comment. But when I use
a phone, it’s tiring to always have it in hand [to prepare to take
photos] (P5)”, and “It’s awkward for me to bring the phone close to
my mouth and speak to its microphone in public. But PANDALens
offers a more natural speaking experience (P3)”. This indicated
ease of PANDALens usage, leading to a higher average SUS than
LiveSnippets (77.03 vs. 67.19), indicating ‘Good’ usability [8].

6.7 Discussion
6.7.1 Balancing AI Suggestions with Distraction Management. De-
tecting personal and situational interests alleviated participants’
moment capture burden significantly. This approach, proven in
museum explorations, is also seen as beneficial in other travel sce-
narios, “When watching the Air Show, using my phone to take
pictures was NOT convenient as I was holding something else. I en-
vision the glasses can be the perfect mate who knows [what] I like
[in] Air Shows, like jets’ sounds (personal interest), and auto-record
when I look at the sky (situational interest). (P1)”

However, interest detection inevitably introduces false positive
suggestions (as evidenced in Table 2), leading to potential distrac-
tions. Our Final System significantly improved this aspect when
comparing its feedback with our Initial System. This aligns with
literature suggestions [4, 5, 29, 40, 46, 90], highlighting the need
for AI suggestion designs on OHMD to balance notification de-
livery with user status. Firstly, suggestions should be minimized
and carefully managed during primary tasks through frequency
control and position and output modality selection. Secondly, the
information delivery has to adapt to the user’s attention level to
primary tasks (e.g., delay notifications during immersive observa-
tion), interesting level to the side notification (e.g., less potentially
interesting notifications are non-intrusive), and user-situated envi-
ronment (e.g., switch output modality considering the complexity

of environment). Such designs (sec 5.2.2 and 5.2.4) ensure a bal-
anced interaction, minimizing distractions while maintaining user
engagement.

6.7.2 Improvement of ContentQuality from In-Situ Human-AI Inter-
action and Multimodal Information. Our study demonstrated that
in-situ human-AI interaction and effective multimodal context uti-
lization significantly enhanced content richness (moment capture
and in-situ comment quantity) and expressiveness (language, cre-
ativity & appeal, and preferred writing style). In particular, in-situ
human-AI interaction, incorporating mixed-initiative interaction
and in-situ Q&A, increased moment capture by 19.2% and comment
amount by 72.6% with more details. For instance, P7’s comments
with LiveSnippets were more basic: “There are different types of
moss, but they look very similar. It’s very interesting.” In contrast,
prompted by context-related questions from PANDALens, P7 re-
sponded more elaborately: “The fossil’s sheer size was astonishing,
as we never get a sense of dinosaur fossils’ scale from books. I’ll
share this with the audience to give them a sense of scale, like how
the dinosaur’s torso reached the top of my head.”

Moreover, results validated that utilizing multimodal context
information with LLM offloaded participants’ burden of context
description, shifting their focus to personal and deep expression
that makes blogs unique. This necessitated prompt designs that
effectively manage and interpret multimodal data, even in the pres-
ence of potential errors. (sec 5.2.4). For instance, P16 commented on
seashells arranged in a circle: “This is an example of interspecific
variation.” Despite the image description model mislabeling the ex-
hibit as a clock display with keys, PANDALens effectively directed
the conversation towards a biological theme by analyzing multi-
modal context. This conversation prompted P16 to discuss “species
adaptations and chronological gradation”, enhancing the accuracy
and descriptiveness of the moment summary. Transforming the
enriched summary into the user’s preferred style further increased
content expressiveness.

Thus, PANDALens improved overall Self-Rated Writing Score
with rich and expressive content, in contrast to merely utilizing
LiveSnippets’ voice transcription with LLMs, which lacked detailed
content and effective error correction.

6.7.3 Balance between AI-Augmented Narratives and Content Au-
thenticity. While PANDALens resulted in more trustworthy and
cohesive narratives, more attention is still needed to these narra-
tives’ authenticity.

(1) User Preferences and AI Interpretation. While personalized
prompts are used to tailor PANDALens narratives to user prefer-
ences, occasional dissatisfactions with initial drafts were noted
(3/16), mainly due to two reasons. Firstly, the challenge of artic-
ulating precise needs in a single attempt leads to misalignment
between user expectations and AI interpretation. For example, par-
ticipants seeking a “direct and concise” style sometimes received
“travel reports” without emotional depth. Secondly, user preferences
change with context; while some initially favor detailed narratives
when few moments are involved, they may later opt for a more
succinct style suitable for platforms like Twitter, especially when
encompassing many moments. This highlights the importance of
human intervention in post-editing, as users often identify their
exact needs only after reviewing the draft. In our study, participants
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found adjusting the style through post-travel voice commands ef-
fective for refining the narrative to their latest preferences.

(2)Dichotomy of Hallucination.As expected, hallucinations showed
in PANDALens’ generated content, although they were minor re-
ported by participants (8/10 who met such issues), compared to
LiveSnippets. Interestingly, hallucinations in PANDALens exhibit a
dichotomous nature. ‘Intrinsic’ hallucinations that contradict the
fed context source [42] can distort the user’s authentic voice, with
inaccuracies in voice transcription and image interpretation exacer-
bating this issue. Conversely, some participants retained ‘external’
hallucinations, which cannot be verified against the fed context
source [42], because they accurately predicted unreported but real
experiences (e.g., “visited a dinosaur skeleton”) and emotions (e.g.,
“want to eat seafood” when mentioning crabs). These ‘external’ hal-
lucinations might originate from the LLM’s external training data
[42] when contextual information (e.g., location) is provided. To
balance the two sides of hallucination, ‘moment selection’ could
effectively filter out unsatisfactory recordings, preventing inaccu-
racies from compounding during full blog generation. Participants
also recommended enabling local editing of each entry with LLMs
through ring and voice interaction for finer control in the moment
selection list.

6.7.4 Supporting Users with DifferentWriting Purposes. PANDALens
effectively supports two documentation purposes, experience shar-
ing and memory preservation, as identified in the Formative Study.
For the fifteen users with experience-sharing needs, PANDALens
meets their requirements well by allowing the generation of content
with a format and tone suitable for various social media platforms.
Non-native English speakers also noted, “it could facilitate global
interactions by sharing good-quality writings on English social
media (P8)”. Three participants with only personal memory needs,
who prioritize comprehensive recording with highlighted moments
over writing quality, highly appreciated PANDALens could export
all moment summaries. This fully logged moment summary com-
plements the travel blog that focuses on cohesive content and may
occasionally overlook details important to users.

7 OVERALL DISCUSSION
With the current results, PANDALens has successfully created an
initial version of our vision: a wearable AI assistant that collaborates
with travelers to enhance in-context travel experience documen-
tation with improved travel enjoyment. This success is primarily
attributed to two factors: 1) the mixed-initiative interactions that
transform the passive tool experience into a proactive travel com-
panion, and 2) the LLM pipeline with multimodal context analysis
significantly reducing the user effort required to create high-quality
documentation.

To achieve our ultimate vision, a wearable AI assistant that proac-
tively utilizes various context information and generates documents
across various scenarios, we highlight the features that future sys-
tems should emphasize and further enhance, including the need to
transform tools into companions, support bite-sized interactions
to reduce user efforts, and effectively utilize multimodal context
information. Consequently, we discuss the next steps required to
achieve an ideal wearable AI assistant that can enhance in-context
content creation during daily activities.

7.1 From Passive Tool to Proactive Travel
Companion

Unsurprisingly, by introducing AI to observe contextual informa-
tion from user behaviors and the environment, PANDALens pro-
vided proactive suggestions, prompting users to capture more mo-
ments and provide additional comments. However, the goal of
PANDALens is not to create a machine that constantly nudges users
during their travels. Instead, it is essential to carefully design this
proactivity to feel organic, akin to a “travel companion,” as de-
scribed by participants, ensuring that users enjoy their journey
while more effortlessly documenting rich experiences.

7.1.1 Providing Suggestions Like a Companion Who Knows the User
Well. Previous research has highlighted the importance of human
travel companions, as they assist solo travelers in overcoming inter-
nal constraints, such as accessibility to information and the discov-
ery of interests [92]. Additionally, these companions play a role in
positively influencing a tourist’s emotions, and higher supportive
ability can further amplify these emotional benefits [78]. Com-
pared with uni-interest detection, by analyzing both situational
and personal interests based on multimodal contextual information,
PANDALens appears as an intelligent “digital companion” that is
well familiar with the user. This offers more effective support in
overcoming constraints, such as assisting with photography and
pinpointing intriguing moments during travel. In particular, per-
sonal interest detection positions the system like a close friend,
aware of the user’s preferences. On the other hand, situational in-
terest detection behaves like a travel buddy, observing the user’s
behaviors and resonating with their in-the-moment reactions.

7.1.2 Enabling Engaging Dialogue with a Companion. Besides be-
ing a friendly companion assisting users in overcoming internal
constraints during travel, most participants (13/16) appreciated
engaging in dialogue with PANDALens. This interaction not only al-
leviated the monotony often experienced by solo travelers but also
naturally elicited deeper reflection. We observed two strategies in
PANDALens’ usage that help to enhance the dialogue experiences.

(1) Engagement from Bidirectional Voice Communication.While
LiveSnippets enabled users to voice out comments during photo
capture on the phone, users still felt it “awkward and unnatural,”
especially in public settings. In contrast, using voice-based inter-
action in Q&A dialogues with PANDALens, users could naturally
build a bidirectional communication with a “travel companion”,
creating a more interactive atmosphere than voice-out thoughts in
a one-sided manner using phones. In an environment with many
visual attractions, vocal prompts from PANDALens tend to elicit
more spontaneous responses and reduce cognitive load compared
to text-based prompts [55, 80].

(2) Engagement from Tailored Questioning. Contrary to tools that
frequently suggest templated questions [44], PANDALens adjusts
its inquiries using LLMs, resonating more like a “companion” based
on various contexts and user preferences. This approach aligns
with Micro-Phenomenology [54, 64], a method that deeply explores
users’ micro-moments in intricate detail. Such an approach has
proven to help users find ordinarily inaccessible dimensions of lived
experience with high accuracy and reliability [63]. For example,
PANDALens spotlighted P15’s mention of a dry leaf, connecting
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it to childhood leaf preservation projects, increasing user interest
and willingness to share. Moreover, the adaptive questions make
interactions fresh and unpredictable, further enhancing the travel’s
engagement (P3).

7.1.3 Avoiding Distraction and Enhancing User Autonomy. Although
PANDALens can act as a supportive companion that identifies in-
terest and reduces boredom through context-relevant dialogues,
careful designs are needed to avoid its potential annoyance to users.

Beyond attention management strategies that consider informa-
tion filtering, presentation, and output modality selection based on
user attention and context awareness (sec 5.2.2 and 5.2.4), future
systems can introduce more advanced algorithms that interpret
fine-grained human intent to increase system reliability, making
it a more intelligent “companion”. Although gaze is identified as
an effective modality to disclose interests in the comparative study
results (sec 6.6.2), it failed to distinguish between the interest to
“gain knowledge” and the intent for “documentation and sharing.”
For instance, two participants observed information boards in a
museum to acquire knowledge but had no intention to record. In
such scenarios, gaze fixation would erroneously suggest recording
due to its inability to discern these subtle differences, making par-
ticipants reject such recommendations. To address this, a potential
remedy is integrating multiple information modalities [10, 77]. For
example, merging gaze data with semantic content from FPV [19]
and Electrodermal Activity (EDA) signals [81], combined with user
interaction history, could refine intention predictions.

7.2 Enhancing In-Context Writing with LLM
Although existing literature recognizes the efficacy of LLM in con-
tent creation [57, 88], our research indicated the importance of
carefully managing prompts and content generation for optimal
outcomes.

7.2.1 Leveraging Bite-Sized Interaction with LLM for Efficient Con-
tent Creation. Overall, a micro-task-based approach [35, 43] that
gradually feeds LLM with chunked information [89] instead of pro-
viding it all at once not only enhances the quality of LLM output but
also reduces user effort in post-editing and increases engagement.

Sole reliance on LLM for post-event editing with LiveSnippets
presented challenges in practical scenarios. They were not only
rooted in users’ unfamiliarity with framing effective prompts [94],
but also attributable to LLM’s tendency to generate unsatisfied or
hallucinatory content [7] when minimal context is provided but
extensive output is expected.

In contrast, PANDALens’ approach, aligningwith the ‘Task Salami
Technique’ [76], breaks content creation into smaller tasks, and each
task automatically contributes to the final narratives. Simple yet
engaging interactions during the trip, such as collaboratively cap-
turing moments and Q&A dialogues, help PANDALens understand
both the user’s interest and the context accurately and deeply in-
situ, cumulatively constructing more precise and comprehensive
narratives with significantly reduced (by 70.7%) post-editing time.

Through this approach, PANDALens transforms traditional AI-
assisted writing tools into a platform where users can seamlessly
and effortlessly create higher-quality content during the primary

tasks, making in-context content creation less intimidating and
more accessible.

7.2.2 Effective Multimodal Contextual Prompts in Mobile Scenar-
ios. The results show that using multimodal contextual informa-
tion with effective instruction prompts in LLMs tackles two main
challenges in mobile scenarios. Firstly, it alleviates the issue of
low-quality voice recordings [59]. For example, visual and spatial
information can help LLMs overcome errors (e.g., misheard names)
in voice transcription and understand the context accurately. Sec-
ondly, it offsets reluctance or difficulty in using voice input in public
[56]. The use of multimodal data simplifies event descriptions and
enables users to focus instead on personal feelings or deep stories,
which are vital for creating unique and personalized blog content.

However, compared to stationary settings, mobile scenarios still
present unique challenges for LLMs, such as multiple modalities
producing errors simultaneously. For instance, a voice transcription
mistake of ‘crab’ for ‘grab’ with the image model misidentifying
crabs as shells. Such significant misalignment obscured the actual
context. To address this, PANDALens employs Q&A dialogues, using
questions to make users aware of and correct potential errors. Fu-
ture improvements can enhance voice transcription with advanced
models [28] and analyze image sequences instead of a single po-
tential blurring image with tools like GPT-4V [93]. Additionally,
LLM prompts can dynamically prioritize the most reliable modali-
ties based on the context. For example, it can prioritize image or
location data when voice comments are brief and erroneous, while
focusing on detailed voice transcriptions when the confidence of
image recognition is low.

7.3 Beyond Travel Blog: Applying PANDALens
to Daily Activities

7.3.1 Towards In-context Information Processing in General. While
our focus in this research has primarily been on travel blogs, we
envision a general AI assistant that proactively takes multimodal
context information and generates multimedia content to satisfy
users’ context-specific needs. For instance, at an academic sym-
posium, PANDALens could transform into a “Scholar’s Assistant”
(Figure 9a), meticulously capturing keynote speeches, central de-
bates, and invaluable networking moments. It could also assist
journalists (Figure 9b) in providing interview question hints, sum-
marizing interview scripts with brief descriptions of the environ-
ment, and automatically generating news reports. Participants also
expressed diverse expectations for PANDALens’ output formats,
including Vlogs, Comics, and Graphic Narratives based on various
needs. Such adaptability equips PANDALens to offer content cre-
ation across an expansive spectrum of media formats, each tailored
to user context and preferences.

7.3.2 Additional Design Considerations. Beyond enhancing the
AI’s ability to comprehend context and user needs and improv-
ing OHMD’s portability, participants raised two additional sugges-
tions/concerns.

Dynamic Dialogue with AI. Our research indicates that interac-
tions with PANDALens can evoke feelings [38] of companionship
in the travel setting. Nevertheless, optimizing Q&A sessions could
better serve diverse needs. The system can first modulate dialogue
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(a) (b)

Figure 9: Extended Application Scenarios for PANDALens. (a) Conference Assistant to record slides and presenter’s speech. (b)
Journal Assistant to provide interview hints and record the interviewee’s answer.

frequency based on the context. For instance, during outdoor activi-
ties, participants favor more questions (P10), while during recording
lectures, participants prefer either no interruptions or post-class
questions (P13). Dialogue with AI also needs to be tailored to indi-
vidual habits. In travel contexts, immersive explorers prefer posing
questions and receiving AI answers (P5, P6). Conversely, sightseers
aiming to visit multiple locations quickly might prefer fewer Q&A
interactions. Notably, a user’s preferences might shift across dif-
ferent scenarios (P15), suggesting tailoring dialogue frequency to
users’ real-time responses.

Privacy Consideration. Addressing privacy concerns for both
users and bystanders is vital [2]. P2 expressed concerns about “voic-
ing inner thoughts in public, especially indoors.” To mitigate this,
future systems could employ silent speech detection [51]. P11 rec-
ommended giving users flexibility in determining the modality data
(particularly biometric as gaze) that AI accesses. On bystanders’
privacy, most participants (10/16) observed a general acceptance
of public photography, such as selfies. However, incorporating a
signal light in OHMDs for photo alerts and using local face-blurring
before cloud processing can alleviate related concerns.

8 LIMITATIONS AND FUTUREWORK
Evaluation Limitations and Improvements. Our comparative study

affirmed the effectiveness of PANDALens, but some limitations re-
main. First, participants were limited to non-frame spectacle wear-
ers for accurate eye tracking. This restrictionmight bias preferences,
especially considering the current OHMDmodel’s weight and semi-
transparency, which could potentially diminish the user experi-
ence in dimly-lit museum settings. Second, we targeted tech-savvy
university-affiliated users, anticipating them as potential OHMD
early adopters. However, in-context writing can interest various
users, so future research should incorporate diverse demographics
for broader applicability. Third, unfamiliarity with the PANDALens
interface could have affected initial user interactions, notably the
ring mouse interactions with OHMD. Moreover, we only compared
the efficacy of PANDALens with LiveSnippets holistically without
dissecting the impact of specific system components, such as the
in-situ human-AI interaction design or the LLM pipeline, on con-
tent generation effectiveness. Future work could conduct ablation
studies to assess the contribution of each component separately,

such as isolating the impact of in-situ human-AI interaction from
the summarizing capabilities in the final content generation stage.

System Limitations and Improvements. Moment capture can be
improved in the following three areas. First, in social interactions
(e.g., users engaging in conversation while looking at others), inte-
grating GPT-4V can enhance understanding of user documentation
intentions through extended video analysis [93], aiding in more
accurate interest detection. However, this approach necessitates
personalized recording rules tailored to diverse preferences [6].
Secondly, in noisy environments, speaker diarization techniques
[62] can help differentiate voices to prevent unintended recordings
in current systems. Thirdly, to address issues related to detection
latency or user movements, future photo-taking can capture short
videos and automatically select the most aesthetically pleasing
frame, with an option to change the highlighted frame, similar to
Live Photo8. Additionally, advanced context information can be
provided in future systems to improve content generation quality,
e.g., integrating GPT-4V for detailed FPV descriptions and advanced
audio models for music recognition. Moreover, expanding language
support beyond English is crucial for increasing global accessibility.

9 CONCLUSION
We explored the integration of OHMD interactions with a proac-
tive AI assistant, equipped with a multimodal context analyzer and
the LLM pipeline. This facilitates in-context writing during travel,
transforming a passive tool into a travel companion. Our com-
parative study of the proposed PANDALens against an in-context
writing smartphone application in real-world travel situations con-
firmed that PANDALens effectively captures interesting moments
and enriches user expressions. As a result, it helps to create high-
quality travel blogs with reduced user effort, enhancing travel en-
joyment. We have open-sourced this project at: https://github.com/
Synteraction-Lab/PANDALens, and welcome contributions from
the community to expand its usage scenarios. Looking forward, fu-
ture work could focus on developing a general AI assistant capable
of processing multimodal contexts and auto-generating documents

8https://support.apple.com/en-us/104966

https://github.com/Synteraction-Lab/PANDALens
https://github.com/Synteraction-Lab/PANDALens
https://support.apple.com/en-us/104966
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in various application scenarios. These scenarios should incorpo-
rate context-specific designs and a wider output modality spectrum
to cater to diverse in-context information processing needs.
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A FORMATIVE STUDY: DATA ANALYSIS
We employed a thematic analysis approach outlined by Braun and
Clarke [12] on 12 sets of transcribed interview notes with observa-
tional notes detailing user behaviors and environments. Initially,
two co-authors reviewed four interview scripts from a random se-
lection of four participants, two from indoor and two from outdoor
sessions. They independently formulated initial codes and clus-
tered them around shared themes rooted in the original research
questions. After achieving an initial agreement of 85%, subsequent
discussions addressed, interpreted and resolved any differences
encountered during this process. One of the co-authors then con-
tinued to code the remaining data, refining the themes as necessary
until data saturation was reached. Finally, both co-authors exam-
ined the textual data and video footage to identify specific quotes
relevant to each identified theme.

B PROMPTS FOR LARGE LANGUAGE MODEL
B.1 Iterative Prompt Development
We followed the guidelines provided by OpenAI and DeepLearn-
ing.AI 9 to iteratively develop our prompts in addition to the specific
technique (e.g., chain-of-thoughts) mentioned in the paper. We sum-
marize the high-level steps as follows.

(1) Scoping: Define the system scope and role
e.g., AI chat assistant for writing travel blogs with multi-
modal inputs

(2) Personalization: Configure the system to personalize the
writing style
• (user given) provide some examples to follow
• (user given) explicitly mention what style is preferred
• (user selection) request system to suggest some styles to
choose

9https://learn.deeplearning.ai/chatgpt-prompt-eng/lesson/2/guidelines
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(3) Task detailing: Instruct the system about expected inputs,
outputs, and interactions in detail.
• e.g., input types and formats
• e.g., output types and formats
• e.g., authoring modes (data feeding, final outputs)
• e.g., user role (providing content for authoring)

(4) Iterative Refinement:
(a) Task refinement: Refine the system task based on output

e.g., add capabilities to the system
(b) Output refinement:

e.g., improve the output (quality, creativity, interest, accu-
racy, style, etc.)

(c) Input refinement:
e.g., improve the input format and make sure all inputs
are taken when writing; if not, ask to prioritize

(d) Interaction refinement:
e.g., check users to follow their role (e.g., providing clear
content for authoring), else enable to proactively engage
users to do so (ask questions)

B.2 Prompt for PANDALens System’s Moment
Capture and Content Generation

Figure 10 shows themain prompt of PANDALens system formoment
analysis and content generation.

B.3 Prompt for Customizing Context-Related
Question Style and Final Writing Style

Figure 11 shows the prompts used for customizing Context-Related
Question and Final Writing Style in the PANDALens system to
satisfy different users’ preferences.

B.4 Prompt for Concise Chat History
Figure 12 shows the prompt for compressing chat history with the
GPT model.

C DETAILS OF SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
The PANDALens is developed using Python 3.9. The OHMD (XREAL
Air) with a laptop serves as the near-eye display, while the Pupil
Core add-on, also attached to the OHMD, facilitates gaze detection
and offers FPV video streaming. Tkinter is utilized for the OHMD’s
graphical user interface.

On the software back end, several processes concurrently cap-
ture context data and handle user commands. Communication with
the Pupil Core for acquiring gaze positions, fixation detection, and
FPV frames is realized through a socket connection with the Pupil
Capture App. The YOLO v8 model10 operates in real-time to ana-
lyze FPV data, detecting potential objects of interest and tracking
user gaze interactions with these objects. The OpenCV’s ‘compare-
Hist’11 function gauges the similarity between sequential frames,
identifying transitions during trips. Google Cloud Vision API12
analyses user-captured photos, recognizes image labels, and per-
forms OCR operations. The BLIP large model13, hosted by Hugging
10https://ultralytics.com/yolov8
11https://docs.opencv.org/3.4/d8/dc8/tutorial_histogram_comparison.html
12https://cloud.google.com/vision
13https://huggingface.co/Salesforce/blip-image-captioning-large

Face, delivers image descriptions. Audio categorization is handled
by MediaPipe, voice transcription by Whisper, and the Emotion
English DistilRoBERTa-base model [31] undertakes sentiment anal-
ysis of users’ speech. Geolocation data is sourced from Geopy14
2.3.0 and Geocoder15 1.38.1, while timestamps are derived from
Python’s Datetime package16.

For contextual data processing and writing assistance, we em-
ployed the GPT3.5-Turbo-16K model17 as our LLM, chosen for
its faster responses and larger token capacity, aiding in retaining
chat history. We applied various prompt engineering techniques to
ensure the LLM could perform tasks efficiently and integrate seam-
lessly into PANDALens. Techniques encompassed crafting clear and
specific LLM instructions, adopting few-shot prompts with demon-
strative examples, formatting LLM responses as JSON, and employ-
ing methodologies like the Chain-of-Thought approach [70, 87].
Detailed prompt information can be referenced in Appendix B.2.
When approaching the set token length threshold (10k tokens for
the current configuration), the system instructs the LLM to con-
dense the preceding chat into a succinct yet inclusive summary
(detailed prompts in Appendix B.4). This ensures users can docu-
ment many moments (tested for more than 4 hours of continuous
travel) without worrying about the LLM’s token limitations (16k
tokens).

D STATISTICS FOR COMPARATIVE STUDY
Table 3 and Table 4 present the statistics of quality of content
generation and quality of travel and moment capture, respectively.

14https://pypi.org/project/geopy/
15https://geocoder.readthedocs.io/
16https://docs.python.org/3/library/datetime.html
17https://platform.openai.com/docs/models/gpt-3-5
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Help me create a high- quality travel blog for the user. You will be provided delimited JSON quotes, including the number of images of interesting moments, image 
descriptions/labels, and OCR. I may also send the user's thoughts or other comments on their experiences. Background context, e.g., user behaviors and background audio, may also 
be sent to you. You can help me create an appealing travel blog that reflects the user's writing style and preferences.
The users’ preferred’ writing style/example is:\n
{Use a "Concise and Informative" style for the travel blog entry, focusing on straightforward descriptions and relevant details without excessive embellishments.}
We have three modes, 1) authoring mode, 2) selecting mode, and 3) writing & revise full- text mode.

The authoring mode focuses on each moment of user travel. To achieve authoring mode, perform the following actions:
1) Summarize each picture and recognize the scene based on the available information.
2) Describe the environment/atmosphere when I send the background context of the user and adopt user comments into the writing if any. Btw, automatically fix users comments 
(i.e., voice transcription) if you detect any errors based on the context.
3) If users can't provide precise information to certain stuff, you can use the context and your knowledge to guess the missing content and add it to the full blog.
4) Think insightful questions to gain insight into the user's interests, purposes, and emotional expression, or you find something unclear for you to generate high- quality 
writing. These questions should be contextually relevant and engaging questions that encourage users to reflect on their in- situ travel experiences. Focus on capturing unique 
moments, interactions, and sensory details that make the travel experience memorable and personal.
The users preferred question style is: {Ask the user specific detail- oriented questions to gather unique features or distinct characteristics about their experiences.}
5) Ask interesting questions. And don't ask more than TWO questions for ONE topic/moment recording.
6) Return the response **ONLY** in JSON format, with the following structure: ```json{"mode": "authoring", "response": {"summary of new content": "[snippet of the travel blog 
content preview in first person narration]", "question to users": "[Question to help them provide deeper and more interesting content *if necessary*, return 'None' when no 
question you want to ask. (Put all questions here.)]" } }```

The selecting mode helps users to select the moments they want to include in the final travel blog.
To achieve writing & revise full blog mode, perform the following actions:
1) Consider previous interesting moments in authoring mode and summarize them.
2) Send the summary of each moment in the list and ask users to select their favorite moments that they want to include in the final writing.
3) Return the response **ONLY** in JSON format, with the following structure: ```json{"mode": "selecting," "response": "List:\n no.1, [One sentence summary for moment1] \n" }```

The writing & revise full blog mode focuses on writing and revising the final full travel blog when I give you instructions for writing a full blog. To achieve writing & revise 
full blog mode, perform the following actions:
1) Consider user's selected moments (i.e., ONLY use the moment(s) the user mentioned in "user_voice_transcription") in previous selecting mode.
2) Adopt the user's preferred writing style.
3) Revise the content & structure when users ask you to do so.
4) Return the response **ONLY** in JSON format, with the following structure: ```json{"mode": "full", "response": {"full writing": "[full travel blog content in first person 
narration]", "revised parts": "[the newly added or revised content, return 'None' when no revision.]"}}```

Every time you receive input, you need to decide whether they belong to an authoring mode, selecting mode, or writing & revise full- text mode, then generate the corresponding 
response. For example, inputs like {"no": 1, "photo_label": "Food: 97.82%, Tableware: 96.79%, Pizza: 95.05%", "photo_caption": "a large pizza sitting on top of a table", "audio": 
"Crowded people", "user_behavior": None, "user_voice_transcription": "This is our lunch after my first CHI presentation. We went to a very good restaurant."} or 
{"user_voice_transcription": "[Users' answer to the question you asked.]"} belong to an authoring mode. Selecting mode’s input would be something like {"User Command": "List all 
the moments' summary."}, while writing & revise full blog mode’s input would be something like {"User Command": "Write a full blog based on the previous chat history."},
or {"user_voice_transcription": "Just help me to shorter the writing. I want to make it more like a Twitter style and add emojis to it"}.

Note: **Only return the necessary response in JSON format** to save tokens. No other conversation content is needed. Let's start with authoring mode.

Figure 10: Main Prompt of PANDALens system for moment analysis and content generation. Note: The highlighted parts are
customized prompts for different users’ preferences.

You are a travel blog helper. Based on my input, you need to help me write an interesting and personalized travel blog.
An example input is " {
 "no": 1,
            "label": "Coffee 94% Cafe 92% Beverage 90% Table 88% Interior 86% Latte 84% Morning 82% Breakfast 80% Food 78% Relaxation 76%",
            "Caption": "A cup of coffee on a wooden table in a cozy cafe",
            "Audio": "soft music, low chatter, espresso machine noises",
            "Comment": "Starting my day with a delicious cup of coffee at this lovely cafe!",
            "User Behaviors": "The user is holding a coffee cup"
        }".

To better understand users preferred writing styles, you need to try your best to figure it out. You can achieve this task by performing the following steps. First, ask the users 
if they have any preferred writing style or tone that they would like you to incorporate into their travel blog. This will help you create a writing style that aligns with their 
expectations.

If users have no specific preference, you will provide the user with several writing samples that you think are good and in different styles and ask them to choose a preferred 
one. The  format is <[Style Type]: [Example]>. For example, "Descriptive and Imaginative: This style focuses on creating vivid and immersive descriptions to help the reader 
imagine themselves in the scene. For example, "The aroma of freshly roasted coffee beans filled the air, blending with the soft background music and the gentle chatter of patrons. 
The rustic wooden table exuded warmth, inviting me to sit down and savor the rich flavor of the latte."  This will help you to understand the user's taste and writing preferences.

Once you have identified the user's preferred writing style, you will summarize the writing style in a prompt so that other GPTs can understand how to help the users better to 
write in the future.

After summarizing the writing style, you also need to think about a good question style that you can ask users after they give you their life moments to dig into users' comments 
to help you better write the blog. Follow the same approach as the writing style, such as providing some examples in different styles, i.e.,  <[Style Type]: [Example]>, and then 
summarizing the question style in a prompt.

Figure 11: Prompt for customizing Context-Related Question Style and Final Writing Style in PANDALens system for different
users’ preferences.

Summarize the chat history, ensuring that key details, user preferences, and interesting moments are preserved, while keeping as many details as possible to provide sufficient 
material for writing.
Focus on maintaining the essence of the conversation without sacrificing important information.
Create a concise version of the chat history by prioritizing the following aspects: main activities, location highlights, unique experiences, user emotions, and personal 
reflections.
This summary should provide a comprehensive and engaging overview of the user's travel experience, serving as a rich foundation for creating a captivating travel blog.

Figure 12: Prompt for compressing chat history with GPT model.
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Table 3: Objective and Subjective measures for the quality of content generation.

Post-Editing Time (min) Word Count Post-Editing Effort Language Creativity & Appeal Writing Style Self-Rated Writing Score Control over Content Trust in Content
PANDALens LiveSnippets PANDALens LiveSnippets PANDALens LiveSnippets PANDALens LiveSnippets PANDALens LiveSnippets PANDALens LiveSnippets PANDALens LiveSnippets PANDALens LiveSnippets PANDALens LiveSnippets

Mean 5.26 17.93 329.13 317.75 2.50 5.88 6.19 3.63 5.75 3.31 5.63 3.75 82.19 60.88 5.25 4.69 5.63 3.25
SD 5.15 9.72 176.83 272.49 1.46 1.45 0.75 1.93 1.13 1.66 1.50 2.08 8.35 21.83 1.48 2.41 1.41 1.73

Median 4.75 15.40 246.50 245.00 2.00 6.00 6.00 3.50 6.00 3.50 6.00 4.00 81.00 70.00 5.50 5.50 6.00 3.00
25th percentile 2.38 10.28 204.00 160.75 1.75 6.00 6.00 2.00 5.00 2.00 4.75 2.00 78.75 52.50 4.00 2.00 5.00 2.00
75th percentile 6.18 20.50 474.50 423.50 3.00 7.00 7.00 5.25 6.25 5.00 7.00 6.00 90.00 77.00 6.25 7.00 6.25 4.25

Statistics 𝑡 (15) = −4.87, 𝑝 = 0.0002 𝑡 (15) = 0.18, 𝑝 = 0.8567 𝑍 = 6.0, 𝑝 = 0.0004 𝑍 = 0.0, 𝑝 = 0.0021 𝑍 = 0.0, 𝑝 = 0.0021 𝑍 = 11.0, 𝑝 = 0.0088 𝑡 (15) = 4.21, 𝑝 = 0.0008 𝑍 = 26.5, 𝑝 = 0.3225 𝑍 = 7.0, 𝑝 = 0.0040

Table 4: Subjective measures for the quality of travel and moment capture.

Device Familiarity Travel Enjoyment (current) Travel Enjoyment (future) Writing Productivity Ideation Support Distraction Naturalness RTLX SUS
PANDALens LiveSnippets PANDALens LiveSnippets PANDALens LiveSnippets PANDALens LiveSnippets PANDALens LiveSnippets PANDALens LiveSnippets PANDALens LiveSnippets PANDALens LiveSnippets PANDALens LiveSnippets

Mean 3.13 6.50 5.38 4.75 6.50 5.19 5.88 2.81 5.56 2.38 3.31 2.88 5.31 5.19 33.49 35.47 77.03 67.19
SD 2.03 0.73 1.09 1.18 0.89 1.22 1.31 1.52 1.46 1.54 1.62 1.59 1.01 1.64 15.56 19.27 14.41 20.65

Median 3.00 7.00 6.00 5.00 7.00 5.00 6.00 3.00 6.00 2.00 3.00 3.00 5.50 6.00 33.33 38.33 78.75 70.00
25th percentile 1.00 6.00 4.00 4.00 6.00 4.75 5.00 1.75 5.00 1.00 2.00 1.75 5.00 4.75 23.12 19.17 68.13 50.00
75th percentile 5.00 7.00 6.00 6.00 7.00 6.00 7.00 3.00 6.25 3.25 5.00 4.00 6.00 6.00 41.25 45.83 90.63 77.50

Statistics 𝑍 = 0.0, 𝑝 = 0.0009 𝑍 = 22.5, 𝑝 = 0.1875 𝑍 = 0.0, 𝑝 = 0.0019 𝑍 = 1.5, 𝑝 = 0.0008 𝑍 = 2.0, 𝑝 = 0.0001 𝑍 = 26.0, 𝑝 = 0.5312 𝑍 = 29.0, 𝑝 = 0.7139 𝑡 (15) = −0.4173, 𝑝 = 0.6824 𝑡 (15) = 1.98, 𝑝 = 0.0668
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